PURPLE POWER

**PURPLE POWER** is a biodegradable, non-flammable concentrate that can be used for all difficult cleaning operations. **PURPLE POWER** may be sprayed, mopped, or wiped on. It’s moderate sudsing characteristics make it suitable for automatic scrubbing machines. **PURPLE POWER** is extremely effective as a degreaser and may be used in hot or cold vat operations safely. It will penetrate and quickly remove greases, waxes, guns, oils, carbon, and sludge. **PURPLE POWER** is effective as a liquid steam cleaner and is an excellent cleaner for white-wall tires.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE:**

**COMPOSITION FLOORS:** 3 to 4 oz. of **PURPLE POWER** per gallon of water will remove soils from waxed surfaces, without removing most water resistant finishes.

**WAX STRIPPER:** 10 to 15 oz. of **PURPLE POWER** per gallon of water will strip wax.

**SOILED WOODWORK:** 1 oz. of **PURPLE POWER** per quart of water. Wash surface with a cloth or wash mitt dampened with **PURPLE POWER** solution, then wipe dry with cloth. For spot cleaning, heavily soiled areas and unpainted surfaces, use 8 to 12 oz. of **PURPLE POWER** per gallon of water.

**LARGE AREAS OF UNPAINTED WALLS, TILES, BRICK, METAL:** 1 to 2 oz. of **PURPLE POWER** per gallon of water. Apply with a pressure sprayer, spray or mop on. Allow to soak for several minutes, then flush with water.

**KITCHENS:** Use to clean vent hoods, blowers, ducts, and all greasy surfaces. Use a dilution of 1:10 in hot water. Greasy soils and fats may be rinsed off. Wear rubber gloves.

**STEAM CLEANING:** Excellent results with pressure cleaners can be obtained with dilutions ranging up to 1:75.

**PURPLE POWER** is a biodegradable, non-flammable concentrate cleaner that can be used for all difficult cleaning processes. This highly-dilutable cleaner and degreaser is great for general purpose cleaning, cleaning tough grease in kitchens, and can be used as a floor stripper. **PURPLE POWER** is non-flammable and non-hazardous, making it the ideal product for environmentally concerned, safety conscious buyers. **PURPLE POWER** is versatile, this heavy-duty, concentrated formula will remove grease, oil, and carbon deposits from equipment, machinery, vehicles, concrete, asphalt, etc., found at oil refineries, service facilities, manufacturing and processing plants, shipyards, commercial buildings, kitchens, etc. Use **PURPLE POWER** in conjunction with SUPERCO’s Mixing Station System to maximize economy while providing easy employee access to materials. Ask your SUPERCO representative for details on how to get one of these systems installed at your business.